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Zachar et al. (1) present a mathematical model for the
origin of mitochondria in which the initial role of the
mitochondrial symbiont was that of a food particle for
its host. In their model, the bacterial endosymbiont
can be freely acquired by a phagocytosing, amitochondriate host cell [an archezoan, in the words of
Zachar et al. (1)] and can reproduce in the cytosol at
a cost to the host. The core of their model is that
symbionts can proliferate intracellularly and that during times of abundant external food supplies, this
leads to the accumulation of food reserves (cytosolic
bacteria) in the host’s cytosol, while during leaner
times, the host can harvest accrued food supply by
digesting endosymbionts. From the standpoint of
the host, the interaction with symbionts is akin to the
interaction between humans and pigs, a kind of farming: “Farming is a form of bet hedging: the host applies different strategies in good and hard times to
minimize its overall risk of extinction” (1). There are
two problems with the Zachar et al. study.
First, the physiological benefit of evolving phagocytosis—the intracellular uptake of whole cells for food—
over the standard prokaryotic heterotrophic feeding
habit of importing small molecular weight metabolites,
is only realized in the presence of mitochondria (2). That
is one reason why primitively amitochondriate phagocytosing eukaryotes (Archezoa) have never been found (2)
and why marine samples that Zachar et al. (1) offer as
supporting metagenomic evidence for the existence of
Archezoa or phagocytic Archaea, are unlikely to harbor
such cells after all (3, 4).
The second problem is that Zachar et al. (1) employ
intracellular bacteria to do an enzyme’s job. Their
model is founded on microbial “bet hedging” when

it comes to food supply. That is, natural selection can
bring forth a trophic strategy in which cells use good
times to accumulate food reserves that can be set
aside, left untouched, and accessed on demand in
bad times, thereby providing insurance against food
supply extremes. Most microbes have been affected
by, and have responded to, selection for food storage
during evolution. The typical evolutionary response
selected in nature is not endosymbiont farming, however, but expression and regulation of a handful of
cytosolic enzymes for synthesis and mobilization of
carbon and energy storage compounds (5–9).
Carbon and energy storage compounds are generally ubiquitous among archaea and bacteria, including photosynthesizers (6), typically consisting of
glycogen, polyhydroxyalkanoates, or lipids (5–9). Eukaryotes are no different, routinely storing glycogen,
lipids, or starch (10). Enzymatic control of intracellular
carbon and energy reserve deposits requires fewer
genes and is far more readily selected—and maintained—as a bet-hedging strategy for temporal
resource allocation than acquiring and managing
bacterial livestock in the cytosol. Prokaryotic and
eukaryotic microbes bridge times of fickle food supply
with enzymes for carbon and energy storage compound metabolism (5–10), a simple and robust reaction to limited resources in the microbial world. The
model of Zachar et al. (1) explains the ubiquity of carbon and energy reserve compounds, not the singularity of mitochondria (2).
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